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Abstract—Emerging driver assistance systems pose new re-
quirements on the communication protocols. This is especially
true for assistance systems based on cameras as sensors. This
paper discusses the challenges of such systems using the Side
View system, which uses five cameras as input, as an example.
Standard and potential communication protocols are evaluated
with respect to these challenges in this paper. The paper
argues why Ethernet and IP form a suitable basis for new
driver assistance systems and describe a first prototypical
implementation of the Side View system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many automobile manufacturers equips their latest ve-

hicles with modern driver assistance systems. At the very

beginning only radar systems were used. These systems are

still part of the cars because of their low costs, reliability

and the small bandwidth. Modern driver assistance systems

put stress on camera based systems similar to human eyes.

An example for such a system is a Side-View which uses

cameras to generate a panoramic view. With such a view a

driver can easily survey the situation around a vehicle.

The main challenge when integrating this new driver

assistance systems in the car is the required bandwidth.

Modern camera based driver assistance applications need

a high resolution to get every feature in an image. This

allows the use of better image processing algorithms, e.g. for

road sign recognition or pedestrian recognition. To get better

results the image processing community prefers raw image

data instead of compressed data. To transfer raw image data

with a high resolution a reliable communication bus with a

high bandwidth is needed.

The main contribution of this paper is an analysis of

current automotive networks with respect to the needs of

modern camera based driver assistance systems. The paper

starts with a description of Side-View, its use use case as

well as a description of our prototypical implementation in

section II. The description is followed by an overview and

evaluation of currently used automotive network systems, as

This work was funded by BMBF-Project ”Sicherheit in eingebetteten
IP-basierten Systemen” (SEIS) [1].

well as potential ones, in section III. The paper ends with a

summary in section V.

II. SIDE-VIEW: USE CASE

The main use case of Side-View is to check the envi-

ronment of a vehicle. In a repair station a mechanic could

for example use a tablet PC (e.g. iPad) to get all diagnostic

information from the vehicle. During some of these tests, it

has to be guaranteed that nobody is near the vehicle. The

Side-View helps to ensure this condition: the mechanics can

use the tablet PC to connect over the repair station system

to the internal system and to get the camera data. In this

scenarios, the repair station system is a server based outside

the vehicle. It will connect to the vehicle’s internal Car-PC

through a gateway by demand. This allows an user to get

access to each camera in the car, to switch on or off each

camera, to analyze and monitor traffic given on the Ethernet

network or to configure all vehicle build-in switches.

Another use case is the possibility to monitor the vehicle.

Based on Side-View, a user may check if everything is all

right or the system can inform the user when an unauthorized

person approaches it. In this scenario the user can connect

to a specific server by using his smart phone, tablet or

computer. The server can be provided by an OEM or by

a provider. After the connection is established a preview

of all cameras will be displayed. By clicking on a specific

view, a camera can be chosen and the image can be enlarged.

The user might want to use Side-View for different reasons:

to monitor some pets or babies left in the vehicle or to

analyze the situation in case of an accident. Additionally

rescue teams or action forces can use such a system to get

information. Rescue teams can get information about what

happened, how many occupants and where occupants were

seated when a severe accident happened. Action forces might

be allowed to get access to the in-car camera to identify the

car hijacker or to see where the hijacker is currently driving.

III. ANALYSIS OF AUTOMOTIVE COMMUNICATION BUSES

In this part all state-of-the art automotive communication

buses and in addition prospective protocols, such as Ethernet

and AVB, are described and evaluated with respect to their
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Figure 1. Bandwidth and cost relationship of automotive networks

suitability for the use case. A first classification of these

technologies is given in figure 1. First a short introduction

of every communication network is given with their specific

generic advantages and disadvantages. In the following,

we compare the protocol with the requirements of modern

camera based driver assistance systems. The outcome is

a statement whether the communication system supports

camera based systems or not.

Analyzing communication technologies for there suitabil-

ity is nothing new. However, most of the analysis were very

function-specific. An example is [2], where network systems

have been examined to transport power informations for

power management. In the area of modern camera based

driver assistance systems no such analysis exists to our

knowledge.

A. Controller Area Network (CAN) bus

CAN bus [3] was first developed by Bosch Rexroth as

an automotive solution, but nowadays also used in the

automation domain. The specification only defines the phys-

ical layer (PHY), bit transfer encoding, the transport of

telegrams and error correction. Beside that one variant is an

enhancement of CAN to TTCAN (Time Triggered CAN). It

supports real time properties and uses clock synchronization.

Another variant is the VAN (Vehicle Area Network). The

main difference are a direct reply to a telegram, a reduction

to 12 bit identifier, an extension of the arbitration field into

the data field and the possibility of broadcast. Both variants

are used for specific use cases, but not for camera based

driver assistance systems.

1) Advantages: CAN is a dual wire multi-master system

with message prioritization. The system configuration is

flexible and the data transfer supports error detection and

correction mechanism. This allows checks whether errors are

temporarily or permanent. If a permanent error is detected

the CAN node will be shut down automatically. The maxi-

mum transfer speed is 1 Mbit/s by 1 Mbaud. Given a load

of 50% and a protocol overhead of 50% the multi-master

system has got a payload of 25 kbyte/s. Most automobile

manufacturer use only a maximum transfer speed of 500

kbit/s.

2) Disadvantages: A maximum transfer speed of 1

Mbit/s is only possible if the maximum cable length is

not exceeded. The same constraint holds for branch lines.

Additionally both ends need a terminal resistor to allow a

high transfer speed. Worst case transmission time and jitter

of CAN messages are not known.

3) Recommendation: The only possibility to use CAN in

a camera based system is to connect each camera with an

individual ECU which calculates a feature or object list for

each provided image. However, such a setup would be very

inefficient for modern driver assistant applications due to the

required effort for cabling. As mentioned before, CAN has

got a maximum payload of 25 kbyte/s. That would allow

to transmit an 8 bit gray scale image with a maximum

resolution of 32x32 given a slow frame rate of 25 images

per second. Therefore the bandwidth of CAN is too low to

transfer the required data for the application. Hence, CAN

can not be used for modern driver assistant applications.

B. Local Interconnect Network (LIN) Bus

LIN bus [4] is the youngest and general purpose serial

system for low cost communication in cars. It was designed

as an open standard and a cheap variant compared to CAN.

LIN was introduced by a consortium of Motorola, Audi,

BMW, Daimler, Volcano, VW and Volvo to offer low-cost

communication for smart sensors and actors, which do not

need the bandwidth and flexibility of a CAN bus.

LIN specification consists of the PHY, the communication

protocol, application and interfaces for development tools.

This comprehensive specification speeds up configuration

and development of LIN networks. In the automotive domain

LIN is used for example in door modules, sun roofs, controls

at the steering wheel, seat control, heating and climate.

1) Advantages: LIN is a single wire communication pro-

tocol based on SCI (UART) 8 bit interface. UART interfaces

are common available either in software or in firmware,

on most microcontrollers. The system is a single master

and multiple slaves variant. The bus master controls the

arbitration, thus no collision management is needed.

2) Disadvantages: The maximum transfer speed is 20

kbit/s. Also the LIN bus is no standard bus system for

camera manufacturers although in the automotive domain

there are cameras connected by LIN bus with ECUs.

3) Recommendation: LIN has a similar recommendation

as CAN. It is not possible to use LIN for camera based

driver assistance systems. The bandwidth which can be used

to send images from one camera to a special ECU is too

small.
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C. Time Triggered Protocol SAE Class C (TTP/C)

TTP/C [5] [6] is a time-triggered communication protocol

based on time division multiple access method (TDMA) and

is used mainly in safety critical domains, e.g. avionics or X-

by-Wire applications in the automotive domain. TTP uses

predefined time slots which define the time when a node is

allowed to send its message.

TTP/A is cheap variant of TTP/C as LIN is for CAN.

Instead of TTP/C TTP/A does not support hard real-time

requirements. TTP/A is a master-slave UART based protocol

where the master provides the timing. Every slave sends its

message only on a request initiated by the master and all

communication between slaves is routed through the master.

1) Advantages: TTP/C is designed to fulfill the highest

safety requirements. Its main advantage is composability:

system components can be developed independent from each

other. The maximum transfer speed is 10 Mbit/s.

2) Disadvantages: The TTP/C protocol uses management

nodes which manage the reconfiguration and reintegration of

spare nodes if a failure has occurred. This increases the cost

by using special purpose hardware and adds additional delay

by integrating the spare nodes. Due to the time-triggered

protocol, the maximum delay of a message is larger than that

of CAN. Additionally the TTP/C system is not compatible

with current event-triggered systems. Currently TTP/C nodes

can only be bought from TTTech.

3) Recommendation: In camera based driver assistance

systems bandwidth is one of the most important factor.

TTP/C satisfies this requirement with a speed of 10 Mbit/s.

On the other side sending data only in an appropriate time

slot and then waiting until all other systems have send their

data is not a possibility. This means a loss of image data

until the camera is allowed to send its new data which

can be avoided by fine tuning of time slots and adding

different nodes. Hence, this would imply a large engineering

overhead. The biggest disadvantage is however the high cost

for hardware parts and software tooling.

D. FlexRay

The time-triggered communication bus FlexRay [7] was

developed by a combination of ByteFlight [8] and TTP/C

(see III-C). As ByteFlight is only capable for passive safety

systems, e.g. airbags, it is improper for active control sys-

tems by a lack of fault tolerance support, e.g. X-by-Wire.

To overcome this problem BMW and Daimler founded the

FlexRay consortium to improve ByteFlight.

The communication system allows a synchronous and

asynchronous data transfer. The synchronous part is based

on the TDMA method. Here, free configurable time slots

with equal length are used. Every node is allowed to send

a message which can be as long as the time slot or less.

The asynchronous part is based on the ByteFlight protocol

and uses the flexible time division multiple access method

(FTDMA). Every node can use the full bandwidth for event-

triggered data transfer.

1) Advantages: FlexRay guarantees minimal latency and

jitter. Using a distributed clock synchronization redundancy,

safety and fault tolerance is also supported. In the time-

triggered part all network entities have got the same priority.

This allows a deterministic calculation and prediction when

a message will be sent or received. By doing so every

entity knows its usable time intervals and hence collision

are avoided. The minimal transfer speed is 10 Mbit/s.

2) Disadvantages: Compared to TTP/C FlexRay is not

composable. Thus during development and testing of one

node or application all other parts of the network have to

be either connected or to be simulated by special hardware.

Additionally a complex tooling is needed to organize the

time slots and the whole network system. FlexRay develop-

ers also need a comprehensive knowledge of all parameters

to optimize such a system

3) Recommendation: FlexRay is designed to be used for

fault tolerant environments as drive-by-wire or powertrain

domains. Camera based systems will benefit from fault

tolerant properties and all guarantees given by FlexRay.

But the tooling and the knowledge of all parameters are

main disadvantages of FlexRay. Developers of camera based

systems want to optimize and improve their algorithms

without dealing with specialties of a network.

E. Low-Voltage Differential Signals (LVDS)

LVDS [9]–[11] is an electrical digital signaling system

that can run at very high speeds over inexpensive twisted-

pair copper cables. It was introduced in 1994 and has

since become very popular in computers, where it forms

part of very high-speed networks and computer buses. In

the automotive industry LVDS is used for flat screens and

camera data transfer. Therefore Open LVDS Digital Interface

(OpenLDI) with a 36-pin Sub-D or MDR socket is used.

OpenLDI supports high graphic resolutions of UXGA and

higher with a color depth of 24 bits.

1) Advantages: LVDS is suited for high speed data

transfer with a maximum transfer speed of 655 Mbit/s per

channel. As given in [9] a maximum transfer speed of 1.923

Gbit/s is theoretically achievable. LVDS also supports a

maximum resolution of 2,048x1,536 pixels.

2) Disadvantages: Depending on resolution and color

depth the maximum data transfer length varies from 0.5

to 10 meters. There are only two big companies selling

LVDS chips and a small group of manufacturers for cameras

supporting LVDS. Additionally LVDS contains not an open

protocol. The composition of components from different

vendors is not supported and data exchange as to be done

by ECUs acting as gateways.

3) Recommendation: According to resolution and maxi-

mum transfer speed LVDS is the state of the art for camera

based driver assistance systems in the automotive industry.
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But due to the lack of an open protocol and a trend to

reduce the number of network systems in a car, LVDS is

one candidate which will be removed in near future.

F. Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST)

MOST [12], [13] bus has been proposed as an automotive

standard by the MOST Cooperation. The goal was to achieve

a cheap Peer-to-Peer network system together with a suitable

protocol for multimedia data without the use of a PC or other

central ECUs. Where here multimedia is not only referring

to audio and video data it also includes telecommunication,

general purpose and control data. MOST can be used as

either single-master or multi-master system.

1) Advantages: MOST supports up to 64 network nodes

with plug-and-play capability. In the first version the maxi-

mum transfer rate is 24.8 Mbit/s. But in the latest version,

MOST150, a maximum speed of 150 Mbit/s. MOST150

supports an interconnection with IP systems which allows

using IP based applications to run without changes upon a

MOST150 system.

2) Disadvantages: The first version can only be used with

compressed video streams which do not exceed a maximum

transfer rate of 3.1 Mbyte/s. There are currently only a

few manufacturers of MOST components or customizer of

MOST components. At least there are some manufacturers

for cameras using MOST bus as an interconnection.

3) Recommendation: The MOST bus emerged as the

de-facto standard for telematics platforms. Therefore all

currently developed camera based driver assistance systems

have to support MOST bus. Due to high cost based on

the single supplier problem and the disadvantage of a low

maximum transfer speed compared to LVDS, MOST is not

the preferred network for camera based driver assistance

systems.

G. Ethernet

Ethernet [14], [15] is a family of network technologies

and was commercially introduced in 1980. Every message

is sent as a package with a maximum transmission unit

(MTU) of 1500 bytes as said in version 2. Such packages

are sent in frames which contains beside the data source

and destination addresses, also error-checking data. Beside

the wireless version Ethernet is currently not used in mass

produced cars, but the automotive industry has started some

research projects to test Ethernet in automobiles.

1) Advantages: Ethernet has a great commercial success,

is cheap and provides connectivity to Internet. A lot of

software has been developed to use Ethernet as a distribution

system. The maximum transfer rate depends on the used

variant, but currently Ethernet provide a speed of 1 Gbit/s. In

the automotive domain there is currently a special Ethernet

version under development by Broadcom, called BroadR-

Reach [16], or Micrel [17]. Manufacturers produce their

camera systems either with an IEEE 1394 or an Ethernet

connector. Thus a lot of different camera systems can be

used.

2) Disadvantages: In the automotive industry size and

weight matters therefore commonly used cables are not

suitable. With the trend to reduce the number of network

systems in cars one goal is to remove LVDS. So replacing

one bus system, e.g. LVDS, by Ethernet only for camera

based systems will not be done, even when the new system

will not offer the disadvantages of the old one.

3) Recommendation: Currently both Broadcom and Mi-

crel are combining the advantages of Ethernet with CAN in

order to use dual wire cables instead commonly used cables.

This would reduce weight and size of the cable but increase

the prize of hardware especially the PHYs. Additionally this

adapted Ethernet version supports a MTU of 1500 bytes,

whereas camera based systems need a MTU of 9000, known

as Jumbo frames. Without the Jumbo frame support, the

adapted Ethernet will not be suitable for mass production.

H. Audio Video Bridging (AVB)

AVB [18] is developed by the IEEE 802.1 Audio Video

Bridging Task Group. The goal is to provide a standard

which allows transferring audio and video data digital for

professional and private applications. Therefore the Ethernet

standard has been improved by additional features like pre-

cise synchronization of multiple streams, bandwidth reser-

vation and traffic management. In the automotive domain,

AVB is currently tested to be one possible solution for

telematics platforms, a replacement for e.g. MOST, and a

solution for critical control applications, a replacement for

e.g. FlexRay. An automotive requirement analysis for AVB

is given in [19].

1) Advantages: AVB supports streaming of audio and

video data. These streams can be synchronized even though

they travel on different paths with different sample rates [20].

Additionally non AVB suitable hardware is also handled and

streaming is adapted to that kind of problems.

2) Disadvantages: Although a lot of alliances and manu-

facturers are presenting their AVB demo hardware or claim-

ing their goodwill, there is no mass market and the available

hardware is too expensive for the automotive industry.

3) Recommendation: In the current situation AVB is not

usable for camera based driver assistance systems.

I. Conclusion

Modern camera based driver assistance systems rely on

a high bandwidth. The required bandwidth depends on the

resolution and frames per second. Therefore communication

systems with small bandwidth like LIN and CAN are not

useful. Other systems are not designed to interact with

cameras and their behavior. Both TTP/C and FlexRay are

such systems which are normally not used to interact with

cameras and do not provide so much bandwidth for high

resolutions.
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Table I
A COMPARISON OF CURRENT AUTOMOTIVE NETWORKS

Bandwidth max. Payload (in byte) Topology Real-Time Costs applicability

CAN 1 Mbit/s 8 multi-master no low -

LIN 20 kbit/s 8 single-master no low -

TTP/C 10 Mbit/s 128 single-master yes high -

FlexRay 10 Mbit/s 254 single-master yes medium -

LVDS 1.923 Gbit/s - multi-master no low +

MOST up to 150 Mbit/s 1014 (MOST25), 3072 (MOST150) single-master or multi-master no medium +

Ethernet 1 Gbit/s 1500 (Jumbo-Frames: 9000) - no low +

AVB 100 Mbit/s 1500 - no high +

LVDS, Ethernet and AVB provide a flexible system with

high bandwidth according to their specification. LVDS is

the de facto standard for camera based systems but does

not support an open interface. Therefore Ethernet is the

choice for our demonstrator because a lot of software and

hardware already exists. Additionally the hardware is cheap

and supports high resolutions by the usage of Jumbo frames.

AVB has not been chosen as there is currently no camera

manufacturer.

IV. SIDE-VIEW SYSTEM

Our Side-View system is a prototypical implementation

of a camera based driver assistance system. This system is

used as a demonstrator platform for IP based systems in

SEIS. The system contains of five cameras. All cameras are

normal GigE commercially available Off-The-Shelf (COTS)-

cameras. Two cameras are used for front and rear view.

For the cameras mounted on both sides, a special setup is

used. Because of the small space given in the side mirrors

the cameras have been separated into the sensor, containing

the lens, and the microcontroller, containing the Ethernet

connector. Both parts are connected by a thin connector

band such that the space of a side mirror is used optimal.

Normally all the listed parts are combined in one case as

it is with the front and rear camera. The last camera is

a board camera without a case. This version of a GigE

camera is used because it is integrated into the inside roof

lining. A lot of driver assistance applications use lenses with

a small flare angle. This satisfies all needs for road sign

recognition or lane detection as an example. In our case a

small flare angle will not work. Thus we use a so called

fisheye lens. The flare angle of a fisheye lens can vary from

127 degree to 360 degree, but our use case uses fisheye

lenses with a flare angle of 180 degree. This allows us to

get a panoramic view of the whole environment around a car.

The interconnection of the camera systems with each other

is done by Ethernet. An IP network is used to control every

single camera. Physically the cameras are connected to a

manageable switch and through that to a Car-PC which can

be later replaced by an ECU. Our Car-PC is equipped with

an Intel Core i5 (2.5 GHz), 3.17 GByte RAM, a 128 GByte

SSD and an Intel HD Graphic card. It runs a Windows XP

Figure 2. Side-View Demonstrator

and uses a VLC Media Player as a VLC Streaming Server.

The Car-PC is used as an internal server to collect, buffer the

data delivered by the camera systems and to do the image

processing. Additionally we are using an iPad as a tablet

PC which runs iOS and a version of VLC to get the camera

streams. As a connector between the Car-PC and the tablet

we set up a server system with an Apache, a VLC Streaming

Server and Java with JMF. The server simulates a repair

station system.

This setup allows the use of COTS technology in driver

assistance applications instead of specific cameras for spe-

cific networks. Ethernet or, more precise, GigE cameras are

widely used, so costs of such systems are decreasing. Ad-

ditionally using Ethernet enables a simple and cheap wiring

solution. With an Ethernet based system more software can

be used without any adaption.

V. SUMMARY

This paper provides a comprehensive overview of all

state-of-the-art automotive communication systems which

can be used for modern camera based driver assistance

systems. The communication systems were presented and

analyzed for their usefulness and appropriateness for modern

camera based driver assistance systems. Recommendations
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were made for the best use of each of several common data

communication buses.

Based on the choice of a communication bus which is suit-

able for modern camera based driver assistance systems the

setup of the Side-View system was explained. In addition,

two use cases were described which both use the Side-View

system.

As next step we want to improve the system with a

new image processing algorithm. First the single images

will be combined to one panoramic view, in a similar

way to the algorithm given in [21]. Additionally an image

processing algorithm will scan each single image for person

recognition and will measure the distance between the object

and the vehicle. The detected object and its distance will be

compared with a zone model to estimate the threat potential.

SNMP traps will be installed to trigger an alarm if the

threat is beyond a threshold. At the end we will do some

measurements to optimize the system.
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